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: Activation id is needed to change activation status to activate a ticket besra_: "sudo apt install
dnscrypt-proxy" tor k1l_: do i need to create public/private keys? i have a quesit ion besra_: it is
explained in the link i pasted how i make the best distro for my pc? lubuntu-desktop-16.04? k1l_: i
need to execute that command once downloaded besra_: yes some one? LuiGiu: talk to the other
ubuntu users. we dont know what is best for your system. and witch is best to connect a mobile to
wifi besra_: LuiGiu: best depends on your specific needs and preferences. whats best? i want run
unity LuiGiu: Then use Unity. i see but the best? and the very very best? hahaha What is the best
choice for someone using a specific application, on a specific hardware, using specific
requirements, with specific configuration, etc.? besra_: that doesnt work? LuiGiu: what is your
actual question? which is the very very best? !ot | LuiGiu LuiGiu: #ubuntu is the Ubuntu support
channel, for all Ubuntu-related support questions. Please use #ubuntu-offtopic for other topics
(though our!guidelines apply there too). Thanks! LuiGiu: this is the ubuntu support channel some
one?
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